Introduction
Shape matching or image registration is often encountered in image analysis, computer vision, and pattern recognition. It is typically formulated as a point matching problem since point representation is general and easy to extract. In this paper, we focus on the point pattern based shape matching. Shapes can be roughly categorized as rigid or nonrigid, and they may undergo deformation in captured images. With a small number of transformation parameters, rigid shape matching is relatively easy. Rigid shape matching under the affine or projective transformation has been widely studied [3]. Recently, point matching for nonrigid shapes has received a great deal of attention. There are two unknowns in a shape matching problem: the correspondence and the transformation [4] . Since solving for either without information regarding the other is quite difficult, most approaches to nonrigid shape matching use an iterated estimation framework. Given an estimate of the correspondence, the transformation may be estimated and used to update the correspondence. The iterated closest point (ICP) algorithm, a well-known heuristic approach proposed by Besl and McKay, is one example [Z] . Assuming two shapes are roughly aligned, for each point in one shape, the closest point in the other shape is taken as the current estimate of the correspondence. Recently, Chui and Rangarajan [4] proposed an optimization based approach, the TPS-RPM algorithm, in which two unknown variables (transformation and correspondence) are combined into an objective function. The soft assignment technique and deterministic annealing algorithm are used to search for an optimal solution. Belongie et al.
[ 11 proposed another method for nonrigid point matching. In this approach, the shape context is assigned to each point, which describes the distribution of the remaining points relative to this point. The solution that minimizes the overall shape context distances is the optimal match between two point sets. One drawback of this approach is that neighboring points in one shape may be matched to two points far apart in the other shape.
We observe that although the absolute distance between two points may change significantly under nonrigid deformation, the neighborhood structure of a point is generally well preserved due to physical constraints. For example, although a face is a nonrigid shape, the relative position of the chin, nose, mouth, ,ad eyes etc., cannot deform independently due to underlying constraints of bones and muscles. These physical constraints restrict the deformation of the point set sampled from a face. Furthermore, the rough structure of a shape should be preserved, otherwise even people cannot match shapes reliably under arbitrary large deforc 6'M P UTER S 0 CI ETY mation. Such constraints may be represented as the ordering of points on a curve. Sebastian et al. [S] demonstrated the effectiveness of point ordering in matching curves, but for general shapes other than curves, local point ordering is hard to describe, and is ignored in many point matching algorithms [l] . As a major contribution of this paper, we formulate point matching as an optimization problem to preserve local neighborhood structures.
Our formulation also has a nice graph matching interpretation, where each point is a node in the graph, and two nodes are connected by an edge if they are neighbors. The optimal match between two graphs is the one that maximizes the number of matched edges (i.e., the number of neighborhood relations). Graph matching is an NPhard problem. Exhaustive or branch-and-bound search for a global optimal solution is only realistic for graphs with few nodes. As an alternative approach, a discrete optimization problem can be converted to a continuous one, allowing many continuous optimization techniques to be applied [7] . In this paper, we use the shape context distance to initialize graph matching, followed by a relaxation labeling process to refine the match.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formulate point matching as an optimization problem. Section 3 describes our approach based on relaxation labeling to search for an optimal solution of the objective function. In Section 4, we demonstrate the robustness of our approach by comparing it with two state-of-the-art algorithms: shape context [ 11 and TPS-WM [4]. The paper concludes with a discussion of the future work in Section 5.
Problem Formulation
In this section, we formulate point matching as a graph matching problem. Suppose a template shape T is composed of M points, ST = (3". , T.,.. Under a rigid transformation (translation and rotation), the distance between any point pair is preserved. Therefore, the optimal match f is 
( 2 )
If M = iV and no points are matched to dummy points, the summation of the first term in ( 2 ) should be equal to the summation of the second term, Points matched to a dummy point need special treatment in the above cost function. To make the representation simple, we do not explicitly describe such treatment here. We will come back to this problem Iater.
If nonrigid deformahon presents, the distance between a pair of points cannot be preserved. This is especially true for two points which are far apart. On the other hand, due to physical constraints and in order to preserve a rough structure, the local neighborhood of a point may not change freely. Therefore, we define a neighborhood for point i as N,. The neighborhood relationship is symmetric, that means if j E A', then i E N3. Since we only want to preserve the distances of neighboring point pairs under deformation. (2) is changed to
The absolute distance of a pair of points is not preserved well under scale changes. Therefore, we quantize the distance to two levels as to discourage the matching to the dummy point.
minimization problem to a maximization one [lo]
Simple mathematical deduction will convert the above each point is a node in the graph and two nodes are connected by an edge if they are neighbors. The dummy node is not connected to other nodes in the graph. I f connected nodes m and 2 in one graph are matched to connected nodes j ( m ) and f ( i ) in the other graph, 6(f(m),f(i)) = 1. Therefore, the optimal solution of (8) is the one that maximizes the number of matched edges of two graphs.
Our definition of neighborhood is as follows. Initially, the graph is fully connected, and we then remove long edges until a pre-defined number of edges are preserved. Suppose, there are M nodes in the graph, the number of preserved edges is hl x E,,,/2 (E,,,, = 5 in default). With this neighborhood definition, the graph representation of a point set is translation, rotation, and scale invariant.
We can represent the matching function f in (8) with a set of supplemental variables, which are organized as a matrix P with dimension ( M + 1) x (iV + 1).
If point T, in the template shape T is matched to point D, in the deformed shape D , then P, , = 1; otherwise P,, = 0. The last row and column of P represent the case that a point may be matched to a dummy point. Matrix P satisfies the following normalization conditions Using matrix P , the objective function (9) can be written
Searching for an Optimal Solution
Since Pmn E (0, l}, searching for an optimal P that maximizes S ( T , D , P ) is a hard discrete combinatonal problem.
In this paper, we use relaxation labeling to solve the optimization problem, where the condition Pmn E ( 0 , l ) is relaxed as P, , E [0,1] [7] . After relaxation, P,,,, is a real number, and the problem is converted to a constrained optimization problem with continuous variables.
Matching Initialization
Relaxation labeling only converges to a local optimal solution, a good initialization is crucial to get a solution with good quality. In this paper, we use the shape context distance [ l ] to initialize the matching probability matrix P.
The shape context of a point is a measure of the distribution of other points relative to it. Consider two points, rn in one shape and n in the other shape. Their shape contexts are h,(k) and h,,(k), for k = 1,2,. . . , K , respectively. Let C,,,,, denote that cost of matching these two points. As shape contexts are distributions represented as histograms, it is natural to use the x' test statistic [l] The Gibbs distribution is widely used in statistical physics and image analysis to relate the energy of a state to its probability. Taking cost C,,, as the energy of the state that points m and n a e matched, the probability of the match is p ,,,,, oc p-Cmn/T,7,,t,
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Parameter Tallat (TTGst = 0.1 in default) is used to adjust the reliability of the initial probability measures. We set the probability for a point matching to a dummy point, Pm,,,El or Pnal,,,, to 0.2. Experiments show that our approach is not sensitive to this parameter.
Relaxation Labeling
Relaxation labeling was first proposed in a seminal paper by Rosenfeld et al. in mid-1970s 171. The basic idea is to use iterated local context updates to achieve a globally consistent result. Their updating rule is (17) where S,,, is a support function of the match between points T,, and D,. It represents how much support the current match gets from its neighbors. The denominator is used to enforce the normalization constraint. Theoretic analysis shows that if S,,, is defined as the derivative of the objective function, the updating process will converge to a local optimal solution [6]. With the objective function of (14), S, , is defined as P,lInS.n,,
Pm,, --c;=, P"L3Srn) a
In order to enforce one-to-one matching, we perform alternated row and column normalizations to the matching probability matrix P [4], after each step of relaxation update. Please refer to our technical report [lo] for details.
It is difficult to achieve a good match for shapes under nonrigid distortions with a single approach. In this paper, we also use the common framework of iterated correspondence and transformation estimations. Similar to [l] , the thin plate spline (ITS) deformation model is exploited to bring two shapes closer in each iteration.
Relationship to Previous Work
A difference to the previous applications of relaxation labeling on point matching [9] constrained optimization problem, so the relaxation labeling process is guaranteed to converge to a local optimal solution [6]. In the previous work, relaxation labeling is used in an ad hoc way without an objective function to be optimized. so there is no clear indication of the quality of the solution. Furthermore, unlike previous work, we can enforce one-to-one matching in our approach if necessary.
The relaxation labeling method used in this paper is similar to the well-known soft assignment technique [4, 51.
Both of them convert the discrete combinatorial optimization problem to one with continuous variables by assigning a probability measure to a match. The procedure is called "relaxation" or "soft" in these two techniques respectively. Generally, deterministic annealing is used to solve the soft assignment problem. It first starts with a high temperature where the matching probabilities are uniform. Gradually decreasing the temperature, the matching probabilities will converge to a local optimal solution of the objective function. An appropriate choice of the initial temperature and temperature reduction ratio is necessary to achieve good results [4]. On the contrary, the relaxation labeling based approach is parameter free. Another advantage is that we can easily incorporate a meaningful initialization in relaxation labeling. Since the distribution of local optimais complex, a good initialization is crucial to achieve a good result. Unfortunately, it is hard to incorporate an initialization method into the deterministic annealing framework. We tested the soft assignment based graph matching method [5] and found the results were much worse than the relaxation labeling based approach. 
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Experiments
In this section, we first show that our approach preserves sequential ordering of points (a degenerated neighborhood structure) on open curves and closed contours during matching. We then quantitatively compare it with two state-of-the-art algorithms for robustness under deformation, noise in point locations, and outliers.
Basic Examples
First, we test our algorithm on the samples used in [4], and compare our results with two other algorithms: the shape context [l] and TPS-WM algorithms [4]. In these examples, the template and deformed shapes have the same nurnber of points. In order to achieve a direct and fair comparison, we force each algorithm to match as many point pairs as possible without rejection [ 101. Fig. 1 shows the point matching results of three algorithms on a pair of open curves and two pairs of closed contours. As shown in the left column, all algorithms achieved good results for the pair of open curves even though the deformation between them is large. Neighboring points may swap their matches, however, for the TPS-RPM algorithm.
For the first pair of closed contours, all algorithms achieved reasonable results, but the shape context algorithm makes a few matching errors as shown in the middle column of Fig. 1 and the shape context algorithm. Both our approach and the TPS-RPM algorithm achieve good results and preserve the sequential ordering of points. The result of the shape context algorithm is not as good: neighboring points in one shape may be matched to points far apart in the other shape.
Quantitative Evaluation
Synthetic data is easy to obtain and can be designed to test a specific aspect of an algorithm. We test our algorithm on the same synthesized data as in [ 11 and [4] . There are three sets of data designed to measure the robustness of an algorithm under deformation, noise, and outliers. In each test, the template point set is subjected to one of the above distortions to create a targer point set (for the latter two test sets, a moderate amount of deformation i s present). Two shapes (a fish and a Chinese character) are used, and 100 samples are generated for each degradation level. We then run our algorithm to find the correspondence between these two sets of points and use the estimated correspondence to warp the template shape. The accuracy of the matching is quantified as the average Euclidean distance between a point in the warped template and the corresponding point in the target. Alternative evaluation metrics are possible (e.g., the number of correctly matched point pairs), but in order to compare our results directly with two other algorithms, we use the above evaluation metric as in [l] and [4] , Several examples from the synthesized data sets are shown in Fig. 
2.
The mean and variance of the performance of three algorithms are shown in Fig. 3 . Our algorithm performs best on the deformation and noise sets. For the outlier test set, however, there is no clear winner. The TPS-FPM algorithm outperforms our algorithm on the Chinese character shape under large outlier ratios. Since points are spread out on the Chinese character shape, when a large number of outliers are present, the neighborhood of a point changes significantly (as shown in the last column of Fig. 2) . which violates our assumption. On the contrary, points on the fish shape are clustered, and the neighborhood of a point is preserved well even under a large outlier ratio. Therefore, better results are achieved by our algorithm on this shape.
In Fig. 3 , the variance of all algorithms is large. Therefore, a statistical analysis must be applied to ascertain whether the performance difference between these algorithms is significant. Since the distribution of errors is not Gaussian, we use the Wilcoxon paired signed rank test, which is distribution free and powerful. As shown in shown in Table I , the statistical test verifies that the improvement of our approach on most data sets is significant.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a relaxation labeling based point matching algorithm for nonrigid shapes. Based on the assumption that the neighborhood of a point does not change significantly after deformation, we formulate point matching as a graph matching problem. The shape context distance is used to initialize the matching of graphs, followed by relaxation labeling updates. Experiments on a public data set show that our approach clearly outperforms the shape context and TPS-RPM algorithms under nonrigid deformation and noise. In this work, the relaxation labeling method is used to solve the constrained optimization problem. Oniy converging to a local optimum, it is by no means the best approach, We are testing other optimization methods such as simulated annealing, genetic algarithms, and graduated non-convexity methods.
